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VERSATILE
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Morden, Canada

Representative office
Melle, Germany, Europe

VERSATILE
Willmar, USA

Representative office
Gyor, Hungary, Europe

ROSTSELMASH GLOBALLY
EXPERIENCE. INNOVATION. SUCCESS
For many years Rostselmash has been manufacturing agricultural machinery that
sells well all around the world. Our expertise is based on the vast experience.
Today, Rostselmash comprises 13 companies located throughout the world and
aiming at manufacturing reliable and efficient equipment that could become a
best helper at every farm. To date, Rostselmash can offer 24 types of agricultural
and municipal machinery. Each client, from the owner of a small farm to the head
of a large agricultural holding, may select the most effective machinery from the
available range including more than 150 models and modifications.

Russia
Rostov-on-Don
ROSTSELMASH
Manufactures Rostselmash grain
and forage harvesters, tractors
and sprayers.
Rostov-on-Don
KLEVER
Manufactures adapters for combine
harvesters, trailed and attached forage
harvesting equipment, units for grain
storage and processing, municipal machinery and snow clearing equipment,
tillage&seeding, pulltype sprayer.
Morozovsk
Rostov Region
Manufacture of adapters for combine
harvesters as well as trailed and attached forage harvesting equipment.
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Klever
Representative office

Morozovsk,
Rostov Region, Russia

Kiev, Ukraine

Rostselmash

Kokshetau, Kazakhstan

Representative office
Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan

Klever

Rostov-on-Don, Russia

Rostselmash

Chirchik, Uzbekistan

Rostselmash

Rostov-on-Don, Russia

Central Asia

Canada

USA

Kazakhstan Kokshetau
Manufactures Rostselmash grain and
forage harvesters.
Uzbekistan, Chirchiq
Manufactures Rostselmash cograin and
forage harvesters.

Winnipeg
VERSATILE
Produces VERSATILE 170 hp to 620 hp
tractors. The central warehouse of VERSATILE spare parts is located here.
Morden
FARM KING
Manufactures grain handlers,
grain-cleaners, snowplows and compact tillage units. The central warehouse of Farm King spare parts.
Vegreville
BUHLER EZEE-ON
Manufacture of tillage and seeding
equipment.

Fargo
FARM KING
Produces bales transport trolleys,
grader blades, wheel loaders offered
under the ROSTSELMASH brand in the
Russian market.
Willmar
VERSATILE
Manufacture of trailed and self-propelled sprayers, which are offered under the VERSATILE brand in the global
market.
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FORAGE HARVESTERS
DON 680M
TIME-TESTED
The machine is designed for the
medium to small livestock farms
with a herd of up to 500 head, or
the large livestock farms using
the machines of this class for
offering the animals daily feeds.

ENGINE SYSTEM
The DON 680М is equipped with a turbocharged 8‑cylinder engine.
The compact V-type cylinder arrangement allowed to place the engine
crosswise. The transversal arrangement enables the most efficient
torque transfer to the machine’s harvesting units.
Power is taken directly off the engine, which significantly simplifies
the engine system design. The fuel consumption is 430 g per tonne of
silage. The fuel tank capacity is sufficient for 11 operation hours.

CORN KERNEL PROCESSOR

FEEDING SYSTEM
When safety sensors trip, material feeding into
the chopper instantly stops. A foreign object can
be removed by means of the reverser.

The DON 680M comes with a kernel
processor in base, without it there’s no
way of getting a high-quality corn
silage. The unit crushes corn
kernels to the size required
for the proper process.
Meeting these requirements
guarantees that you get
feed with a high content of
nutrients and a higher calorific
value.
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Control panel with easy-to-access buttons,
user-friendly symbols and contrasting
marking.

Refrigerator, air conditioner and audio
system.

CONVENIENT CAB
The machine comes with Comfort Cab which is fully compliant with current ergonomics standards. The cab is equipped with
an air conditioner, heater, and beverage cooler as standard. The main controls of the machine are located on the control panel
to the right of the operator. When in the seat, the operator can perfectly see all the required areas.

Adjustable steering column and
driver’s seat may be easily adjusted to
anatomic features of any operator.

Information panel with the
automatic process monitoring
system.
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Ergonomic control joystick with
hot keys.

BLOWER
The blower in the machine unloading system
makes it possible for the chopped material to travel
at a high speed, allowing the compaction of silage
in a vehicle, which guarantees that this vehicle
is loaded to the full.

INOCULANT DOSING SYSTEM
Keeping too much moisture out of ensiled material, applying
preservatives as early as possible, and distributing them
throughout the material are the key to high quality silage. The
advanced inoculant dosing system that can be installed on this
machine as an option allows solving all the three problems
effectively and simultaneously. With a 5L reservoir, the system
can run non-stop for 10 hours.
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Specifications
Engine

Unloading system

Manufacturer/model

YAMZ-238

Type

Blower rotor diameter [mm]

turbocharged V8

Rated power, h.p. (kW)

290 (213)

Fuel tank capacity [L]

540

Rotor speed [rpm]

180

Inoculant dosing system

○

Ground drive

Width [mm]

680

Number of rolls
Reverse
Metal detector

Transmission

hydrostatic

5

Road speed [km/h]

up to 20

hydraulic

Field speed [km/h]

up to 10

Clearance [mm]

●

Cutterhead

340

Cab

Diameter/width [mm]
Number of knives
Speed [rpm]

750/650

Comfort Cab1 specification

●

24 (V pattern)

Adviser2 information system

●

838

Length of cut [mm]

Overall dimensions (w/o header)

3.5 / 8 / 20

Machine weight without headers [kg]

Mechanical sharpening device

●

Headers

Kernel processor

●

Coarse crop header [m] (rows)

Type

removable, rotary

Rotor speed [rpm]

○

option

8,600 / 3,880 /
3,940

Length/width/height [mm]

switched from
the cab

Length of cut adjustment

standard

1 678

Spout rotation angle [deg.]

Feeding system

●

510

3,848

5.0

Windrow pickup [m]

3.0

Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted airtight dual cab with improved noise
insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage cooler, radio.
Adviser is an information system with LCD, situational framing and voice
alerts.
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4.0 / 4.5 (6)

Grass header [m]

1

2

9,400

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

RSM F 1300
NEXT LEVEL IN FORAGE HARVESTING

ENGINE SYSTEM

Tried and true 330 h.p. V8 turbocharged YAMZ 238DE
diesel engine/ 430 h.p. Cummins L9
● Wide use of these engines and their modifications
guarantees simple and affordable maintenance;
● Transverse engine arrangement for best weight
distribution.

VERSATILE INOCULANT DOSING SYSTEM
It can apply 0.8 to 8L per hour of concentrated inoculants or 10 to 420L
per hour of diluted inoculants.
●3
 90L inoculant tank;
●2
 points of application are available – on the feedrolls to clean
the chutes with water, and in the blower for better mixing of the
inoculant;
●C
 oncentrated inoculants can be applied at 0.8 to 6 litres per hour as
option. 20L tank for concentrated inoculants (2x10).
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ERGONOMIC COMFORT CAB
The ergonomic workplace provides the operator with a high level of
comfort. The adjustable seat and steering column ensure the best
posture. Controls are located in the direct access area to the right of
the seat on the armrest and joystick.
● The Adviser II information system provides the required
information on the combine’s performance, allowing to monitor
process stability and optimum operation of the main components;
● Air conditioning, beverage cooler, and audio system ready in base;
● Panoramic windows for excellent visibility.

VIDEO MONITORING SYSTEM (OPTION)
The image from the camera on the spout (or from
camera on the rear hood when reversing) is shown
on the display.
● Reduces losses of the chopped material due to
more convenient control of crop flow;
● Reduces operator fatigue, allowing simultaneous
control over the combine movement and crop
unloading.
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CHOPPING SYSTEM
The new chopping system featuring 32 knives arranged in a four-row chevron
pattern was developed specially for F series machines..
● I t can operate with a half-set of knives for increased length of cut;
●H
 eavy-duty shafts and bearings for reliable operation of the cutterhead;
●C
 utterhead bed clearance is adjusted in unison with the shear bar clearance;
● The new sharpening device doubles the knives sharpening speed;
● Special knives for corn are optionally available.

DRIVELINE
The cutterhead and blower are driven directly from the engine shaft via the
main drive clutch.
●M
 aximum energy efficiency of the drive due to direct transmission of power
from the motor shaft;
● The feed roll gearbox is belt-driven from the cutterhead shaft. This simple
solution allows to synchronize the feed rolls and cutterhead speeds and
maintain constant length of cut at any loads.

SLIDER-TYPE KERNEL PROCESSOR
The kernel processor is engaged by the hydraulic drive. The new slider design of the
kernel processor does not require it to be removed when switching to grass.
● Heavy-duty bearings for enhanced reliability of the unit;
● Changing the grass chute to the kernel processor takes only few minutes
in a semi-automatic mode.

FEEDING SYSTEM
Ruggedized design of the feed rolls guarantees reliable operation at any yield. The
feed rolls are driven by a gearbox designed by Rostselmash.
● The lateral tilt frame on the feedroll housing allows to copy the ground with any
header attached;
● One of four lengths of cut can be selected: 6/11/15/26 mm with a complete set of
knives or 12/22/30/52 mm with a half-set of knives;
● Wear plates installed on the feed rolls allow to change the feeding rate of material;
● For easy cutterhead maintenance, swing away or V-opening of feedroll housing
is available.
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Specifications
Engine

Roll diameter [mm]

Manufacturer/model

Cummins Cummins
St IIIa
St V

YAMZ

Engine type

238DE2

Rated power, h.p. (kW)

QSL-8.9

L9

Displacement [L]

V8

L6

L6

14.86

8.9

8.9

Fuel tank capacity [L]
–

Air compressor

–

Blower rotor diameter [mm]

Feed roll drive

mechanical

Reverse

hydraulic

Length of cut adjustment

stepped

Length of cut range, w/32 knives [mm]

Anti-collision device

Tank for diluted inoculant [L]

○

20 (2 х 10)
○

●

mechanical

Cutterhead

390

Truck filling and rear view video
monitoring system

○

Automatic centralised lubrication
system

○

Remote monitoring

○

Transmission

hydrostatic

Gearbox control method

mechanical

Park brake control method

mechanical

Diameter/width [mm]

630/703

Road speed [km/h]

Number of knives (standard)

16/32/32

Front tyres, standard

605/65R26

Front tyres, option

750/65R26

Rear tyres, standard

18,4 - 24

Rear axle drive

version

Speed [rpm]

1,200

Semi-automatic knife sharpening system
controlled from the cab

●

Automatic shear bar adjustment
controlled from the cab

○

Automatic cutterhead bed clearance
adjustment

●

Set of corn knives

Drawbar hitch with autolock

25

○

Cab
Comfort Cab1 specification

●

○

Air-conditioning, heater

●

Cutterhead recutter floor

○

Sun blind

●

Grater-type cutterhead floor

○

Beverage cooler

●

Adviser II information system

●

2

Kernel processor
Type
Tooth profile

removable, roll

Dimensions (w/o header)

●

Length/width/height [mm]

sawtooth

●

standard

Corn header [m] (rows)

X-serrated for Shredlage
technology
with X serrations and sawtooth
with 5 °-inclined sawtooth
○

option

Grass header [m]
Pickup [m]

Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted air-proof two-seat cab with
improved noise insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage cooler
and audio system ready.

1

2

6,860 / 3,227 / 3,866

Headers

○

Tooth profile

●

Ground drive

quick mounting and fixing
device

Header drive

720

Tank for concentrated inoculant [L]

●

Header attachment system

●

Inoculant dosing systems

swing away

Longitudinal/transverse ground contour
following system

●
○

Spout section [mm]

●

Feed roll frame opening

210
–

Spout extension sections

6 / 11 / 15 / 26

Metal and stone detector with autostart

2,400

Spout rotation angle [deg.]

95

680
4

540

Rotor speed [rpm]

Feeding system

Number of rolls

○

30 or 40

Unloader

●

Width [mm]

20

Rotation speed Δ [%]

750

AdBlue tank capacity with St V [L]

●

Rotation speed Δ [%]

330 (243) 360 (265) 430 (321)

Cylinders

190

Adviser II is an information system with LCD and voice alerts.
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4.5 (6)
5
3/4
Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

RSM F 2450/2550/2650
THE PINNACLE OF FORAGING TECHNOLOGY

ENGINE SYSTEM

New range of turbocharged diesel engines ensures efficient use of combines’
potential.
● Transverse engine arrangement for best weight distribution;
●1
 ,500L fuel tank for non-stop work throughout the day.

VERSATILE INOCULANT DOSING SYSTEM
It can apply 0.8 to 6L per hour of concentrated inoculants or 10 to 420L
per hour of diluted inoculants.
● 30L tank for concentrated inoculants. 390L tank for diluted inoculants;
● 2 points of application are available – on the feedrolls to clean the
chutes with water, and in the blower for better mixing of the inoculant.
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ERGONOMIC COMFORT CAB II
F Series combines are equipped with
suspended Comfort Cab II with panoramic
windows and enhanced noise insulation.
Once you are in, you’ll know how comfortable
a workplace can be.
● Adviser III voice information system is
continuously watching over the combine
systems, allowing you to monitor the
process stability and prevent breakdowns;
● The operator’s seat has 5 adjustments;
● The cab is equipped with the climate
control system and the beverage cooler;
● A new HST control joystick on the armrest
makes controlling the key functions easy
and convenient.

VIDEO MONITORING SYSTEM
(OPTION)
The image from the camera on the spout
(or from camera on the rear hood when
reversing) is shown on the display.
● Reduces losses of the chopped material due
to more convenient control of crop flow;
● Reduces operator fatigue, allowing
simultaneous control over the combine
movement and crop unloading.
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CHOPPING SYSTEM
The new chopping system featuring 40 knives arranged in a four-row
chevron pattern was developed specially for F series machines.
● The cutterhead diameter is 630mm; rotation speed is 1,200 rpm
● I t can operate with a half-set of knives for increased length of cut
●H
 eavy-duty journals and bearings for reliable operation of the
cutterhead
●C
 utterhead bed clearance is adjusted automatically
● The new sharpening device doubles the knives sharpening speed
● S pecial knives for corn are optionally available.

DRIVELINE
The gearbox and the mainclutch are installed at the engine drive shaft.
The gearbox drives transmission pump, high and low pressure hydraulic
systems pumps and header drive pump. The clutch provides direct power
take-off for the cutterhead and blower from the engine
crankshaft.
●M
 aximum energy efficiency of the drive due to
direct transmission of power from the motor shaft;
● The individual hydraulic header drive allows
adjusting the speed of adapter on the go
directly from the operator station to
adapt to varying field conditions;
● The drive axle and
electrohydraulically operated
transmission allows the maximum
transport speed of 40km/h.

SLIDER-TYPE KERNEL PROCESSOR
The kernel processor is engaged by the hydraulic drive. The
new slider design of the kernel processor does not require it
to be removed when switching to grass.
● Heavy-duty bearings for enhanced reliability of the unit
● Roll gap can be adjusted from the cab.

FEEDING SYSTEM
Hydraulically driven feedrolls provide uniform material feeding and stepless
adjustment of the length of cut from the cab.
● The lateral tilt frame on the feedroll housing allows to copy the ground with
any header attached
● Length of cut can be set between 5mm and 24mm with all knives mounted
or between 10mm and 48 mm with half of the knives
● The hydraulic roll damper prevents damage to the feeding system by
absorbing impact loads when handling uneven windrows
● For easy cutterhead maintenance, swing away or V-opening of feedroll
housing is available.
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Specifications
RSM
F 2450
Engine
Manufacturer/model

RSM
F 2550

Cylinders
Displacement [L]
Power St IIIa [h.p. (kW)]
Rated power St V [h.p. (kW)]
AdBlue tank capacity with St V [L]
Fuel tank capacity [L]
Air compressor
Feeding system
Width [mm]
Number of rolls
Feed roll drive
Reverse
Length of cut adjustment
Length of cut range, w/40 knives [mm]
Metal and stone detector with autostart
Feed roll frame opening
Longitudinal/transverse ground contour
following system

●

680
4
hydraulic
hydraulic
stepless, from the cab
5÷24
●

Swing away/V-opening
●

Header attachment system
Header drive
Automatic header drive clutch
Cutterhead
Diameter/width [mm]
Number of knives (standard)
Number of knives (option)
Speed [rpm]
Automatic knife sharpening system controlled
from the cab
Automatic shear bar adjustment controlled
from the cab
Automatic cutterhead bed clearance
adjustment
Set of corn knives
Cutterhead recutter floor
Grater-type cutterhead floor
Kernel processor
Type
Tooth profile

Tooth profile, optional

quick mounting and fixing
device
hydraulic
○

630/703
40
32/48/64
1,200
●
●
●
○
○
○
●

removable, roll
sawtooth
X-serrated for Shredlage
technology
with X serrations and
sawtooth
with 5°-inclined tooth
with 5°-inclined sawtooth

Roll diameter [mm]

190

Rotation speed Δ [%]
Rotation speed Δ, 30% or 40%
Roll gap adjustment controlled from the cab
Easy quick
System for quick kernel processor mounting in
the harvest channel
Unloader
Blower rotor diameter [mm]
Rotor speed [rpm]
Spout rotation angle [deg.]

20

standard

○

option

●
Anti-collision device
Blower rotor to wall clearance adjustment
○
from the cab
○
○
●
Spout extension sections
Spout section [mm]
720
RSM FillControl
○
○
●
Automatic Spout Control System
●
Versatile Inoculant Dosing System
Tank for concentrated inoculant [L]
30
Tank for diluted inoculant [L]
390
Truck filling and rear view video monitoring
○
system
●
Automatic centralised lubrication system
Ground drive
Transmission
hydrostatic
Gearbox control method
electrohydraulic
Park brake control method
electrohydraulic
Road speed [km/h]
40
Front tyres, St IIIa
2WD 800/65R32
Front tyres, St V
2WD 650/75R32
Drive wheel tyre type
4WD 900/60R32
Rear tyres, St IIIa
2WD 21,3R24
Rear tyres, St V
2WD 500/70R24
Rear wheel tyre type
4WD 500/85R24
●
Drive axle differential lock
Rear axle drive, 4WD
version
●
Drawbar hitch with autolock
Cab
●
Comfort Cab II1 specification
●
Climate control
●
Power rear view mirrors
●
Sun blind
●
Beverage cooler
○
Loud air-operated horn
●
Adviser III2 information system
Cab
Agrotronic
●
Remote monitoring
RSM Varicut
○
○
●
LOC to moisture adjustment system
RSM Autosharp
○
○
●
Cutterhead knives sharpening reminding
based on tons chopped
RSM IQ Doser
○
○
●
Inoculant dosing based on moisture level
and crop chopped
RSM YieldMapping
○
○
●
Yield mapping
RSM SynSpeed
Automatic forward speed and engine RPM
●
adjustment to match engine load and
combine output
RSM OptiSync
●
Automatic header speed adjustment to
match LOC and combine’s forward speed
Dimensions (w/o header)
Length/width/height [mm]
6,825/3,375 (3,450)/3,905
Headers
Corn header [m] (rows)
4.5 (6) 6.0 (8) 7.5 (10)
Grass header [m]
5/6
Pickup [m]
3/4

MTU
OM
OM
OM
471LA 473LA 473LA
R6
R6
R6
15,60
12,80
15,60
448 (330) 503 (370) 611 (450)
537 (395) 611 (450)
95
1,500

Engine type

●

RSM
F 2650

○
●
●

540
2,400
210

Comfort Cab II is a spring-mounted airtight dual cab with improved noise
insulation, climate control, beverage cooler, and audio system ready.

1

Adviser III is an information system with colour touchscreen display and
voice alerts.

2
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Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

HEADERS FOR FORAGE HARVESTERS

GRASS HEADER 500D

FOR UP 300D

Grass header, Width: 4.95m

Pickup for picking up grass windrows, compatible with DON
680M. Width: 3m

MAIZE HEADER 400D

GRASS HEADER 500R

Rowless header for coarse crops, compatible with DON 680М.
Width: 4m

Grass header, compatible with F 1300. Width: 4.95m

GRASS HEADER 500/600

FOR UP 300R/300/400

Rotary header for cutting green drilled and native grass used
as cattle forage, compatible with RSM 1401, F 1300, F 2450,
F 2550 and F 2650. Width: 5.0/6.0m

Pickup with ground following system, designed to gather grass
windrows, compatible with RSM 1401 (For Up 300R), F 1300,
F 2450, F 2550, F 2650 (For Up 300/400). Width: 2.6/3.0/4.0 m
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KEMPER P3002/P4002

MAIZE HEADER 450/600/750

Pickup platform designed to gather grass windrows,
compatible with F 1300, F 2450, F 2550, F 2650. Width:
2.6/3.6m

Rotary rowless header for coarse crops, compatible with
RSM 1401 (MH 450R), F 1300 (MH 450), F 2450, F 2550, F 2650
(MH 450/MH 600/mH 750). Width: 4.5/6.0/7.5m

АRGUS F 870
Corn ear header. It allows cutting corn ears for their further
chopping and crushing, and producing highly nutritious
forage or feed additives. Compatible with F 1300, F 2450,
F 2550, F 2650. Width: 5.6m

HEADER TRANSPORT CARTS

UNI CART 4000

UNI CART 2500

Two-axle transport system for Grass Header 500/600,
ARGUS F870, headers, 4,000 kg capacity

Two-axle transport system for, FOR UP headers, 2,500 kg
capacity

PHONE +7 898 500 4000
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VERSATILE SELF-PROPELLED MOWER
KSU 1
ULTIMATE SOLUTION

SPECIAL STANDARD
EQUIPMENT
A pneumatic system is added
to the basic package of
machines to enhance
their self-containment. It
consists of a 100L receiver
and a compressor which
automatically maintains pressure at 4 to 8 bars, convenient pneumatic tools and
a quick coupling for ease of mower maintenance. With the engine stopped the
system holds enough air to operate for 5 minutes, you will have a good reserve to
do all scheduled maintenance.

POWERFUL AND ECONOMICAL
ENGINE
The combine is equipped with the
state-of-the-art YAMZ 534 diesel
with turbine – a 4.43‑litre 180 h. p.
inline-4 (132 kW @2,100 rpm).
It offers a torque backup up to
20 %. The engine electronics fully
monitors its operation and feeds
exactly the amount of fuel needed to
match a given load. This ensures the
minimal fuel consumption.

HEAVY-DUTY HITCH
The versatile hitch system allows attaching any header
with no need for additional or removable parts.
Ground following is done in the longitudinal and
transverse directions with all of the headers available –
the hallmark of the patented ground contour following
system. The machines are equipped with a heavy-duty
hitch allowing the windrower draper cutter to be to
operated with optional flotation wheels.

COMFORT CAB WITH ADVISER II
The versatile self-propelled mower is equipped with the Comfort Cab. The air
conditioning and heating system comes in base. You will enjoy the comfort
that will really allow you to work efficiently, with less strain and fatigue all
throughout the shift. The Adviser voice information system continuously
monitors the operation of the mower components, making it possible to
monitor the process stability and prevent damage to components.

PHONE +7 898 500 4000
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Specifications
Engine

Manufacturer/model

YaMZ

Displacement [L]

4.43

Engine type

2,100

Rated power, h.p. (kW)

24

Max field speed [km/h]

18

Cab

L4

Rated crankshaft speed [rpm]

Max road speed [km/h]

Comfort Cab1 specification

●

Adviser2 information system

●

180 (132)
Overall dimensions

Fuel tank capacity [L]

340

Air compressor

Length [mm]

5,360

Width [mm]

3,376

Height [mm]

3,637

Machine weight [kg]

4,669

●

Fuel metering

●

Ground drive

Type

wheeled

Ground drive

Headers and compatibility

hydrostatic

split-type with
crossbar integral
with machine frame,
with single-range
hydraulic motors

Front axle: drive axle

portal-type, with two
hydraulic cylinders
and steering linkage

Rear axle: steering axle

Turning radius as measured on the trail of the
outer steering wheel [m]

5.6

9.0m windrower draper mower (header)
with multicoupler



9.0m windrower draper mower (header)
with multicoupler and twin knife drive



7.0m windrower draper mower (header)
with multicoupler



Mower-conditioner, 5m



Road clearance [mm]

1,000

Front-mount rotary mower (header),3.5m



Windrow opening width [mm]

1,800

Mounted mower-chopper (header), 2.7m



●

standard

○

option

Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted airtight dual cab with improved noise
insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage cooler, radio

1

Adviser is an information system with LCD, situational framing and voice
alerts

2
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Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

HEADERS FOR KSU 1

7/9M DRAPER FLOW 700/900 WINDROWER
DRAPER MOWER (HEADER)

5M GRASS MOWER 500
The mower conditioner with a segmented finger cutting
unit is designed for cutting, with or without crushing,
and windrowing of drilled and native grass. The mower
is equipped with a versatile cutterbar with an increased knife
travel speed and the segments bolted for an easy service. The
conditioner rollers are rubberized, with chevron ribs.

The windrower draper mower is designed to cut spiked cereals,
cereal crops and grass, and swathe the cut material to the
right or left or in the middle, or swather into a single windrow
from two passes. All harvesting units and the tilt angle setting
are hydraulically-operated and controlled from the operator’s
station.
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MOUNTED MOWER-CHOPPER JET STREAM 270
WITH A CUTTING WIDTH OF 2.7 M

FRONT-MOUNT ROTARY MOWER GRASS MOWER
350 WITH A CUTTING WIDTH OF 3.5 M

An unmatched adapter, one of a kind. Thanks to the rotary
cutterbar, the mower can cut natural and cultivated grasses
and other forage crops with their subsequent chopping
and loading to the vehicle going nearby. The silage spout
is controlled from the cab.

It is used for cutting high-yield and down grasses (with
a yield of 150+ dt/ha), with the simultaneous loosening and
windrowing of the cut material. The mower can be supplied
with a conditioner as an option. The knives rotate at 3200
rpm, which allows the operation at a higher speed and
a faster forage production.

UNI CART 3000 FOR DF MOWERS
The cart is intended to transport Draper Flow 700/900 mowers. To attach the cart to
the hitch, there is a special cart tongue extension and the viewing mirror mounted
on the bracket of the cooler package cover.

FLOTATION WHEELS FOR DRAPER
FLOW 900 (OPTION)
The wheels are designed to increase
the operation speed in fields with low
vegetation yield.

PLASTIC REEL TINES (OPTION)
Reel bars with plastic tines for DRAPER
FLOW 700/900 headers in 7/9m widths.
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RUBBER ROLLERS FOR GRASS
MOWER 500

With the new conditioner unit
equipped with rubber-covered
rollers and herringbone ribs, the
conditioning efficiency has increased
by 34 %.

SET OF PLASTIC PADS FOR
SHOES (OPTION)
Damp soil accessory for all-crop
headers and DRAPER FLOW.
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KSU 2
MAXIMIZED FUNCTIONALITY

SPECIAL STANDARD EQUIPMENT
A pneumatic system is added to the basic
package of machines to enhance their selfcontainment. It consists of a 100L receiver and
a compressor which automatically maintains
pressure at 4 to 8 bars, convenient pneumatic
tools and a quick coupling for ease of mower
maintenance. With the engine stopped
the system holds enough air to operate for
5 minutes, you will have a good reserve to
do all scheduled maintenance.

POWERFUL AND
ECONOMICAL ENGINE

EASIER HITCHING

The self-propelled mower
is equipped with a CUMMINS
diesel. The engine electronics fully
monitors its operation and feeds
exactly the amount of fuel needed
to match a given load. This ensures
the minimal fuel consumption.

With this versatile 3‑point hitch, attaching
headers to the self-propelled chassis has
become even easy and fast like never
before. But as before, the header forward
tilt angle can still be adjusted from the
operator's station.

COMFORT CAB WITH ADVISER IV
The versatile self-propelled mower is equipped with the Comfort Cab. The air
conditioning and heating system comes in base. You will enjoy the comfort
that will really allow you to work efficiently, with less strain and fatigue all
throughout the shift. The Adviser IV voice information system continuously
monitors the operation of the mower components, making it possible to
monitor the process stability and prevent damage to components, and the
convenient multi-function joystick adds to the ease of operation.
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Specifications
Engine

Manufacturer/model

CUMMINS QSB6.7-260

CUMMINS B6.7-S5-280

St IIIa

St V

264 (194)

284 (209)

Emission standards

Rated power, h.p. (kW)

Fuel tank capacity [L]

Max road speed
[km/h]

50

Max field speed [km/h]

30

Cab

Comfort Cab1
specification

●

Adviser IV2 nformation
system

●

Agrotronic
agromanagement
platform

●

550

Air compressor

●

Fuel metering

●

Ground drive

Overall dimensions

Type

wheeled

Length [mm]

5,700

hydrostatic

Width [mm]

3,350 /4,200

Front axle: drive axle

telescopic, clear width from
2,700±50 to 3,356±50,
23,1-26 tyres

Height [mm]

3,950

Chassis unladen
weight [kg]

8,700

Rear axle: steering axle

telescopic, clear width from
2,820±50 to 3,820±50,
13,6-20 tyres

Ground drive

Headers and
compatibility
Turning radius as
measured on the trail
of the outer steering
wheel [m]

6

Road clearance [mm]

1,200

Windrow opening
width [mm]

●

standard

○

2,381

option

10.5m windrower
draper mower with
multicoupler and twin
knife drive



12.5m windrower
draper mower with
multicoupler and twin
knife drive



Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted airtight dual cab with improved noise
insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage cooler, radio.

1

Adviser IV is a voice information system built on a color touchscreen
display with radio and USB stick compatible, and with Agrotronic
agromanagement platform connectivity.

2

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market
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HEADERS FOR KSU 2

Specifications

Cutting width [m]

HEADERS FOR KSU 2 10.74/12.42 M
DRAPER FLOW 1050/1250 WINDROWER
DRAPER MOWER (HEADER)
The windrower draper mower is designed to cut spiked
cereals, cereal crops and grass, and swathe the cut
material to the right or left or in the middle, or swather
into a single windrow from two passes. All harvesting
units and the tilt angle setting are hydraulically-operated
and controlled from the operator’s station. The new gen
units received a newly designed separated reel, broader
reel speed range, higher knife speed and built-in flotation
wheels.

Windrow opening width and height
[mm] (height from header bottom
bolster is specified)

Shoe cutting height settings [mm]

This rotary mower is designed to cut sow and natural
green grass and to process and swathe it at the same
time. Working units are hydraulically-operated, auger
speed can be adjusted, cutting width is 4.8 m, swathe
width is up to 2.5 m.

DF 1250

10.74

12.42

1,817х690

1,817х690

60, 100, 140, 180

Working speed, up to [km/h]

Header tilt adjustment range

20

hydraulically from 0 to 14 degrees

Reel speed range [rpm]

Transport

GRASS MOWER 500R MOUNTED ROTARY
MOWER

DF 1050

0 to 90

on integrated transport wheels

Longitudinal contour following
range [deg.]

-8 to +8

Lateral contour following range
[deg.]

-9 to +9

Dimensions in transport position
(w/tongue installed), LхWхH [mm]

Operating weight [kg]
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15,041х
2,635х2,399

16,722х
2,635х2,399

2,985

3,475

FORAGE EQUIPMENT
STERH 2000
TRAILED FORAGE HARVESTER

productivity
from 20 t/h

2m

working width

The STERH 2000 trailed forage harvester is designed on the basis of the
latest technology. Its versatility will surprise even the most exacting growers:
it not only mows and double-chops the grass, but also loads the resulting
product either into the vehicle going nearby, or into the trailer, which is very
convenient for cutting the sugar beet or potato haulms. The harvester can
deliver 20 tons per hour when cutting green crop for forage – excellent result
with nearly no loss. The result is perfect forage. The machine tools are made of
high-quality metal, therefore they will serve for a long time. The combine can
harvest silage corn 5’ tall. It can be attached to 1.4 pull category tractors, with
a PTO shaft speed of 540 rpm. The silage spout extension that allows loading
the product into the vehicle with a board hight of up to 3.5m, and the chopper
wheel with 8 knives are offered as an option.

chopper

rotor with curved
knives

pivoting spout

warranty

Maximum productivity
The chopper speed reaches 1,000
revolutions per minute. With reliable
gearbox and increased speed, output
can be as high as 20 t/h.

Work with comfort
With the hydraulic spout rotation
drive, the unloading process
is controlled from the cab, which
facilitates the operator’s in many ways.

years
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Versatility
The special shape of the rotor knives allows the machine to produce not only forage, but also hay: after cutting, windrowing
the grass and drying it to achieve a necessary moisture content depending on the field conditions, STERH 2000 can pick up
the windrow, while chopping the material, and load it into the truck.

A number of options for loading the grass material
Grass can be loaded from the silage spout to the vehicle going nearby, as well as the accumulating trailer. This allows
choosing the operational scheme depending on the available machinery.

Durability and long service life of the harvester
All the parts are made of high-quality metal extending the harvester service life.
The self-sharpening knives are very strong as they are made of special alloyed steel.
This ensures a clean cut and prevents a potential breakage of the knife when the
machine drives over an obstacle and its entry into the chopper, which also extends
the harvester operation life.

Easy to service
STERH 2000 is built to be extremely simple to service and does not
require any special tools and equipment: an easy access is provided to the
chopper knives for replacement and to all the lubrication points.
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Doubled service life of the knives
Cutting and chopping is quick due to the
double-blade knives: a worn knife does not
need to be replaced. Turn it over and you are
instantly ready to go on. This doubles the life
of knives.

BERKUT 3200/BERKUT 3500 UNO MAX MOWER

The high-performance BERKUT trailed rotary mower is used in fields with yield levels exceeding 40 dt/ha.
The machine with an operation speed of up to 15 km/h mows the high-yield and down grasses thoroughly,
conditions the cut material properly and windrows it. The mower makes the farmers happy with its multiple
functions: with the conditioner removed, it can be used for mowing grass and laying it in the swath. The
machine is designed to be attached to 1.4 pull category tractors and is easy to use. The careful attitude to
your labour is the basic principle of the BERKUT. BERKUT can be optionally equipped with three-knife rotors.
The BERKUT 3200 UNO version comes with wheeled swathing units as standard and has no conditioner rolls.
BERKUT UNO MAX is available for large acreage, this model can cut up to 5 ha/h and has active wheeled
swathing units

Lower time losses and higher performance
The turning gear mounted on the mower provides excellent maneuverability, reduces the turning radius and enables
U-turns with the PTO shaft engaged. This saves much time and improves the performance.

3.2 to 3.5m

working width

rotor with curved
knives

productivity

turning gear

up to 4.5 to
5 ha/h

up to
3,000 rpm

active swathing discs

warranty
years

rotor speed

conditioner
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Long service life

Very easy to repair

The conditioner unit is driven by four XPA belts that transfer
power to the conditioner shaft smoothly and without
noise. The completely enclosed and lubricated chain
drive operates for more time than the open one with any
lubrication system.

The conditioner rolls consist of identical rubber chevron
segments. The conditioner usually becomes worn at the most
loaded point, in the centre of the roll. It is sufficient to replace
the worn segment with a new one or swap the segments, but
not the entire roll.

Operation in both even, rough fields
In the rough fields with a challenging terrain, the cutterbar
sags within the elastic strain limits, and the knives come
very close to the conditioner, such approach distance being
dangerous. In order not to disturb the harvesting process
in even fields and to prevent the conditioner from being cut
by the knives, in rough fields the cutterbar can be adjusted
relative to the conditioner rolls.

Reliability
Ruggedized attachment of the swathing discs makes the
design more robust.

Zero deformation of the machine
The robust structure prevents the front and side shields from
deformation when the grass yield is high.

Windrow with required width

Ideal hay with the minimum power consumption

Intensive conditioning

The specially designed curved knives and tray efficiently
feed the cut material to the conditioner rolls, enabling the
production of high-quality hay, and the reduction of the
harvesting time and the tractor power consumption.

To adjust the degree of conditioning, a required gap
between the upper and lower rolls and a proper spring
pressure shall be set.

Easy and no-tool adjustment of the swathing wings ensures
a clean windrow of a regular shape.
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STRIGE 2100-3200 MOWER

The STRIGE mounted rotary mowers have lower weight than most of competitive models. This allows them
operating with the minimum fuel consumption and ground pressure, and following the field contours. With
a quite high operation speed of up to 15 km/h, the machines mow the high-yield and down grasses perfectly
well and lay the grass material mowed in uniform swaths. The trouble-free operation of the STRIGE will satisfy
even the most demanding agricultural producers. The mowers will do their job incessantly, demonstrating
excellent results. With a PTO shaft speed of 540 rpm, they can be attached to 0.9‑1.4 pull category tractors
(depending on the modification). The STRIGE 2400 and 3200 can be optionally equipped with a three-knife
rotor to save fuel, ensure the trouble-free operation in any weather conditions, improve the performance and
reduce the load on the knife.

Properly formed windrow

High-quality mowing without losses and weeds
The uniform pressure on soil and the dynamic ground following are provided
by three (or five, depending on the modification) helical coil springs of the
balance unit. The result is a consistent, even cut and minimum weeds in the
material.
2.1 m
2.4 m
2.8 m
3.2 m

up to
4.5 ha/h

working width

productivity

up to
2,850 rpm

Thanks to windrowing drums
(available on STRIGE 2100-2400 from
2022), the material is packed tighter
and windrows are formed. This also
helps to prevent losses from material
compaction by tractor wheels when
the windrow is later handled.

light

rotor speed

rotor with curved
knives

warranty
years
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Perfect quality of hay

The specially designed knives throw the cut material up and back in the travel direction of the cutterbar. Therefore, when
the machine mows high-yield grasses at a high speed, no blockage occurs before the cutterbar and the mowed material is
not cut twice. As a result, the hay is of a high quality and the power consumption is reduced.

1

2

4
5

3

Ease of maintenance

Delicate handling of roots

The maintenance of the mowers STRIGE is as easy as
possible and does not require any special tools and
equipment. All the lubrication points are easily accessible.

Thanks to a high rotor speed of 2,850 rpm, the mower
cuts without damaging the roots of the mowed crop.
The STRIGE develops a speed of up to 15 km/h, which
improves the performance, guarantees the recovery of
meadows and the probability of a good harvest with the
next cut for hay.

More throughput

Long service life

STRIGE (2100/2400) mowers of 2022 model year have a 50%
wider gap between the cutterbar and the tent frame for
efficient handling of tall grass at a high forward speed, with
plugging almost totally prevented.

When the mower drives over the serious obstacles that are
invisible in the grass (hydrants, poles), the shear safety elements
on each rotor protect the cutterbar against critical damage.

Protection against obstacles
When the machine drives over an obstacle, the drawbar guard prevents the cutterbar from destruction. To continue work,
just back up and replace the shear element.
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SAPSUN 2400 MOWER

The SAPSUN rotary mower with a conditioner will help achieve perfect quality of hay. It was designed
to cut high-yield and down grasses. At an increased travel speed of up to 15 km/h, the machine mows
cleanly, loosens the material easily and makes a uniform windrow.
The most exacting costumers will be happy with the mower multifunctionality as the machine can also
be used to mow grasses and lay them in swaths. This capability emerges when the machine operates with
the conditioner removed.
The mower also takes care about the future harvest. This is exactly why the rotor speed reaches 2850 rpm
during the operation. This not only provides a clean cut, but also protects the topsoil and the grass roots
against damage.
Easy to service
The SAPSUN is built to
be extremely simple to
service and does not
require any special tools
and equipment.

up to
2.4 m

working width

productivity
up to
3.6 ha/h

up to
2,850 rpm

rotor speed

conditioner

rotor with curved
knives

warranty
years
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Perfect quality of hay

Delicate handling of roots

The mower cuts without damaging the roots of the
mowed crop, at a speed of up to 15 km/h. This occurs
due to a high rotor speed of 2,850 rpm, which improves
the performance and the probability of a good harvest
with the next cut for hay.

Thanks to the special design, the knives throw the mowed
material up and back in the travel direction of the cutterbar.
Therefore, when the machine mows high-yield grasses at
a high speed, no blockage occurs before the cutterbar and
the mowed material is not cut twice.

Minimum power consumption

Reliable and trouble-free operation

The active cylindrical feed rolls on the outmost rotors of the
cutterbar feed the mowed material to the centre. Therefore,
when the tractor starts the next run, the mowed material
does not reach the grass that has not been cut yet.

The reliable tensioner with a soft, but strong spring ensures
an effective tensioning, a trouble-free and smooth operation
of the belt drive.

Forage treated quickly and properly
The conditioner with V-shaped pivoted steel rasp bars
loosens the forage material evenly along the entire width.
This leads to a shorter period of forage drying up in the
field and the uniform drying resulting in the highest
quality of forage.

Fast coupling

Reliable operation and protection against obstacles

The user-friendly and reliable and 3‑point hitch reduces the
time required to attach the mower to the tractor.

When the machine rides over an obstacle, the drawbar guard
prevents the machine from destruction.
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KOLIBRI 350/471 RAKE

Windrowing is an important step of the complete foraging process. The KOLIBRI mounted rotary rake will be
ideal for farms that produce forage for own use. The KOLIBRI 471 can cut up to 5.4 ha/h with a cutting width
of 4.7m. The rake thoroughly pulls grass from swaths to produce even windrows, turns them over, spread and
merge two hay windrows into one. With the possibility to choose a windrow width, the machine can adapt to the
further operation of the available baler. The rake passes obstacles such as stones or ground irregularities thanks
to a special tandem carriage. The KOLIBRI will demonstrate excellent performance with minimum losses.

Perfect raking without losses and without ground
in the windrow is achieved due to a very small
distance between the contour following carriage
wheels and the raking fingers.

up to 5.4 ha/h

productivity

rotary

ground following

working width

3 or 4 bats on boom

warranty
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Minimum effort for rake bats replacement

Windrow size can be selected

Fast and easy removal of rake bats during
replacement.

The adjustable baffle plate shapes the windrow of a required width.
This enables the windrow pickup by the machines with various
cutting widths.

Machine durability

Fewer raking losses

The imported closed gear case guarantees a highquality operation and durability.

The tandem carriage that is adjustable by height allows following
the field contours in different planes and overcome the rough areas
smoothly and with the rake not digging in soil.

Clean raking

Easy maintenance

Easy and safe

Three or four (depending on the
modification) twin bats on each boom
guarantee clean raking and minimum
losses.

The KOLIBRI 471 is built to be extremely
simple to service and does not require
any special tools and equipment.

Before transporting, rotor bars are
removed, stowed and securely locked
in a special cassette holder for safe
transportation.
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KOLIBRI DUO 810 RAKE

The KOLIBRI DUO 810 trailed two-rotor rake is indispensable, if you want to get perfect forage and avoid even
minimum losses. They are used for laying the cut high-yield drilled and native grasses in absolutely even dual
windrows.
Two rotors provide a higher performance of up to 8 ha/h, a clean raking, clearly shaped windrows, and also
a delicate handling of the forage material. The central raking prevents the double throw of material and the
fall of forage crop leaves. With the KOLIBRI DUO 810, you get your harvesting peace of mind.

Protection of the mechanisms against
damage
The user-friendly and reliable hitch prevents
bending and damage to the driveline when
the tractor drawbar is lifted/lowered with the
articulation blocks not installed. This reduces
time required for attaching the rakes to the
tractor and ensures a high reliability of the unit.

up to
8 ha/h

6.9...7.7 m

ground following

productivity

rotary

working width

4 bats on boom

warranty
years
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Clean forage without losses
The high-quality ground contour following and the pickup of clean material without losses are possible because the contour
following carriage wheels with the front passing wheels on each rotor are placed close to the picking bats.
Front

Side view

Highest quality of forage with minimum losses

Perfect raking

The imported rotor gear case guarantees a long and
high-quality operation of the rakes. The rotor attachment
design allows an optimal ground contour following in the
longitudinal and transverse directions, with the operating
height of the picking fingers maintained optimal. This leads to
fewer losses and a minimal contamination of forage.

The clean raking of the material is provided by four twin bats
on each boom.

Manoeuvrability
With the rear gauge wheel steering system, the machine
is very easy to steer, making the rake easy to operate and
reducing operation time.
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KOLIBRIV/V MAX WHEEL RAKE

The KOLIBRI V/V MAX wheel rake can effectively tackle any tasks: they rake together and agitate the mowed
material, and turn over windrows. With the special unload springs mounted on the swing legs, grass roots damage
is minimized. The hay does not become contaminated with dirt; the rake does not meet any resistance and move
easily in the field, reducing fuel consumption considerably. With the extra central wheel, there are no dead zones
and the raking and turning is uniform across the entire width – as standard.
The KOLIBRI V/V MAX is easy to transport to the place of operation when it is folded. With the hydraulic system
controlled from the tractor cab, the rake can be easily moved to the transport position.
The KOLIBRI V/V MAX can be used in all the plain land use areas for harvesting high-yield drilled grass and at natural
hay lands.
The rake can be attached to 1.4t-f tractors.

5.4/9.0 m

6/8 ha/h

working width

productivity

years

wheeled

warranty
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Hydraulic control

Strength

The rake can be easily moved from the transport position to
the operation position and back using the hydraulic system
controlled from the tractor cab.

The major components of the rake are the frame and tongue
that are made from special square HSS that make the overall
structure particularly robust.

Efficient operation

Savings of input

The central wheel allows avoiding the so called dead zones
when the mowed material is windrowed and turned.

With the unload springs mounted on the swing legs, damage
to the roots of drilled and native grass is minimized. Reduced
resistance means less fuel burnt.

Durability

Reliability

The tines on the tools are made from the high-quality spring
steel subjected to a special heat treatment ensuring the elastic
properties and a long serviceability of the product.

The special geometry allows the tines to be twisted in two
planes without breakage even when stones enter the rakes.
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BALERS
PELIKAN 1200 ROUND BALER

Many farmers will like the expanded capabilities of the PELIKAN 1200 baler. It is designed to gather hay windrows
of native and drilled grasses, straw and wilted material with hay moisture levels, for pressing them into round
bales followed by wrapping with twine. The uniform degree of compaction ensures a long-term storage of
forage. This criterion is among the most important ones in selecting a baler. With the PELIKAN 1200, you get
ideally even round bales that do not fall apart and do not sag. The fast unloading of ready round bales, the
prompt lift of the rear cover of the baling chamber will help reduce the operation time. Ease of control and
operation gives you peace of mind in the process. Compatible with 1.4t-f tractors.
There is nothing to distract you from operating the
tractor
With an intuitive control panel in the tractor cab, you can easily
watch the filling of the bale chamber, switch on and monitor the
wrapping mechanism, and check the time of opening and closing
of the bale chamber. Therefore, the machine operator is not
distracted to inspect baler components and can fully concentrate
on operating the tractor.

up to
10 t/h

productivity
combined
compartment

∅ 1.2 m

round bale diameter

round bale counter

control panel

warranty
years
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Fast bale wrapper

Reliable operation and backup in case of
emergency

The double wrapper is 67% faster than the single unit.
As a result, PELIKAN has a 30% greater productivity.

The imported universal joint shaft and the slip clutch provide
a reliable drive.

Round bales with superior density
The rolls at the front and the slat chains at the rear of the
baler produce round bales of superior density. Even if the
material is very dry or wet, the combined scheme shapes
a round bale steadily and presses it densely. The two-system
baler has the following advantages:
1. The slat chains at the rear begin rolling a round bale very
early, thus creating a denser core.
2. The rolls at the front shape the round bales in the best way
and ensure a high baling density at the end of the process of
production of a round bale.

Smaller diameter

larger diameter

Quick bale discharge
The down chute with heavy-duty springs allow bales
to easily roll out of the way of the bale chamber closing
system, therefore, there is no need to back up each time
during discharging. The result: the discharge time is only
about 8 seconds.

Protection of bale chamber against damage
The large diameter pickup helps to keep stones and foreign
material out of the bale chamber.

Fast bale chamber raising
The bale chamber lift cylinders have a 50mm bore. This
reduces the raising time to 4 seconds, which is 60% faster
than with 80-mm cylinders.
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PELIKAN MAX 1500 ROUND BALER

The PELIKAN MAX 1500 baler will become your right hand during picking hay windrows of native and drilled
grass or straw, baling and wrapping. The machine does a perfect job at each step in the process. Productivity
can be as high as 12 t/h, the working width is up to 2m. You will get a neat, dense and even bale. The important
principle of operation of the baler is saving your resources, be it time, power or money. The PELIKAN MAX 1500
baler is built to do a perfect job.

Reliable operation and backup in case of emergency
The high-quality universal joint shaft with a slip clutch is a reliable drive for
the baler.

2m

up to
12 t/h

working width

productivity

∅ 1.5 m

chain-and-slat
compartment

control panel

round bale diameter

round bale counter

warranty
years
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Efficient twine usage

Reliable bale wrapping

The bale wrapping coverage is provided by a three-step pulley.
A greater or smaller distance between the threads during
the wrapping process and, hence, the consumption of twine
depends on the step (diameter) on which the twine will be laid.

The required width of wrapping of a round bale can
be easily adjusted with the movable stops that allow
changing the degree of wrapping in the best way
depending on the tasks to be fulfilled.

Fast bale chamber raising

Quick bale discharge

The bale chamber lift cylinders have a
50mm bore. This reduces the raising
time to 4 seconds, which is 60% faster
than with 80‑mm cylinders.

The down chute with heavy-duty springs allow bales to easily roll out of the way
of the bale chamber closing system, therefore, there is no need to back up each
time during discharging. The result: the discharge time is only about 8 seconds.

The machine’s working width
is 2 metres

Excellent picking of windrows with different weight and moisture
content

The increased width allows picking
windrows even after wide mowers. This
ensures superior performance of the
baler.

Windrows with varying weight and moisture content are picked up with the help of
the height-adjustable conditioner. The conditioner height is adjusted by adding an
appropriate chain link to clevises. There is a special hold-down clamp that prevents
the material from loosening when the machine picks up large windrows, and
prevents the twine from getting into the pickup mechanism when wrapping starts.

Trouble-free operation
To prevent failure of pickup parts and
components due to plugging with material or
foreign material getting into the tools, there is
a shear bolt via which the torque is transmitted
from the sprocket to the pickup shaft. When
the pickup mechanism becomes plugged with
the material or has foreign objects in the tools,
shearing the safety bolt allows avoiding the
breakage of the baler and other components.
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TUKAN 1600/TUKAN 1900 LUXE SQUARE BALER

You always want to keep your grass fresh and nutritious. The TUKAN 1600 square baler was designed for this: it picks
up hay windrows of drilled and native grass or straw, compacts the grass material to make rectangular bales and
wraps twine around them. The machine goes through all steps quickly: pick up, bale, discharge. ‘Savings’ is the key
word when talking about baler operation as the tractor operator does not need to stop to wrap a bale – wrapping
is done automatically. The baler will not fail even when foreign objects fall into the mechanism because the safety
systems will operate reliably. Even light plants will do for baling: the machine has a special density control system.
The baler comes with a bale counter and can optionally be supplied with a discharge device which saves time and
optimizes the machine performance. For low-yield straw windrows or overdried hay, an optional high-density bale
kit is available.
Also, the TUKAN 1900 LUXE version is available which features a pickup stroke wheel (increasing the working width
to 1.9m), a thread rupture detector, a knotter blower, and a remote control panel with an electronic bale counter.

High wrapper performance
The wrapper is easy to set up, reliable and delivers
high performance.

1.6 m

up to
10 t/h

working width

square bale size

discharge system

productivity

bale counter

warranty
years
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Pickup damage prevention

Long service life of PTO shaft and hitch

The torque is transmitted to the pickup by the belt drive that
does not need lubrication and, when the pickup is plugged
with a large amount of material or foreign objects, it slips on
the pulley preventing the destruction of the drive and the
pickup itself.

The counterweight in the crankshaft assembly allows
killing the inertial force that arises when the piston moves.
As a result, the tractor travels smoothly and without jerks.

Easy to operate

Long non-stop operation

The pickup can be lifted and lowered in the tractor cab by
the operator engaging the hydraulic control valve lever to
make the operation easy.

It is possible to install up to 8 twine spools. This allows
working non-stop during the shift and, therefore, saves
time.

100% protection against overload and abnormal situations

Spring

If an emergency occurs, when the needles cannot go back to
the initial position in the process of wrapping, there is a risk
that the piston will hit the needles through the baled material
and this will lead to the deformation of the needles. Deformed
needles, in turn, can damage the wrapper. There is a guard to
prevent such cases. If the needles are not back in the initial
position, the piston moving inside the chamber will not reach
the needles because it will be stopped by the guard, and the
safety bolt on the flywheel will be cut off.

Link

Guard

There is a shear safety bolt designed to protect the wrapper
against failure under a critical overload in abnormal
situations.

To prevent failure of baler components due to plugging with
the material or foreign material getting into the tools, there
is a shear bolt via which the torque is transmitted from the
flywheel to the main gear case of the machine.

Disc
Springs

Cylindrical
gear

Flywheel

Shear bolt
Shear bolt

Hub
Key

Spline bush

Nuts
Bolt
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TUKAN MAX 1260/1270 SQUARE BALER

The TUKAN МАХ 1260/1270 large square baler is designed for picking up the hay windrows of drilled and native
grass or straw, making large rectangular bales and wrapping twine around them. The baler can be optionally
equipped with an accumulating compartment that lets you discharge two stacked bales at the same time. The
baler is compatible with min. 3t-f tractors. Standard equipment: remote control and monitoring panel with
square bale counter, wide-angle universal joint shaft, two ground contour following wheels on the pickup,
pressure measurement sensor in the baling chamber, automatic knotter blowing system, twine supply failure
indicator. Options for the square baler: last bale plunger, bale accumulating compartment, tandem chassis,
moisture sensor, automatic lubrication of fixed components, automatic lubrication of chains.

Baling density
The bale density is controlled by four
cylinders that produce exert a constant
pressure on the bale, providing the
maximum baling density.

2.2 m

working width

control panel

square bale size

bale counter
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Wide pickup
The 2.2‑m wide pickup is equipped with two rubber wheels
and is controlled by hydraulics. This allows it to follow the
field contours perfectly and to pick up both wide, and narrow
hay and straw windrows with the same efficiency.

Long non-stop operation
The total capacity of 2 twine boxes is up to 18 spools, which
will let the baler work for a long time and, therefore, save
time.

Optimal flywheel operation
The 300‑kg flywheel is an energy accumulator that
allows balancing the peak loads, while making the baler
components and mechanisms work in the best possible way.

Saving time and labor
The baler can come with an accumulating compartment that
lets you discharge two stacked bales at the same time.

Control baling density
The desired baling density can be checked visually from the
tractor cab on the pressure gauge that is mounted at the
front of the baler.

There is nothing to distract you from operating the
tractor
The control and monitoring unit installed in the tractor cab
allows monitoring the process of wrapping with twine, the
unloading of bales, the baling density, the electronic count of
bales (per shift or general), and the operation of the knotter
blowers.
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AFTERSALES SERVICE

Corporate service
Rostselmash has a wide and well-established network
of service centres that are ready to provide
professional assistance at any time and guarantee the
permanent operational availability of your harvester.
In many regions, the Company provides the unique
service ‘delivery of a spare part within 24 hours’ that
allows minimising a potential downtime of machinery.

The periodic maintenance by Rostselmash’s service
centres is the only way to ensure the maximum
service life of your machinery. Rostselmash offers 1 to
2 year or 600 to 2,000 hour warranty depending on
equipment type. It is recommended to have the postwarranty service performed by the approved service
centres.

Genuine spare parts
If you need spare parts, Rostselmash strongly
recommends to use genuine products. In this case,
you will be confident that their quality is in line with
the company’s standards.
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2 Menzhinskogo str., Rostov-on-Don,
Russia 344029
Phone: +7 898 500 4000,
+7 989 500 1000
www.rostselmash.com
market@oaorsm.ru
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